This study explores how an Inquiry-Based Demonstration Classroom (IBDC) professional development program affects the extended inquiry instruction of secondary science teachers and how teachers view their extended inquiry practice while involved in the IBDC professional development program. To assess the impact of the program on participants' practice, each participant was observed enacting extended inquiry lessons. The observations of the inquiry lessons were recorded on the Extended Inquiry Observational Rubric (EIOR), then analyzed for changes in eight categories using a dependent t test. To supplement observational data, participants were interviewed throughout the year and asked to provide a metaphor that describes their instructional role while engaged in extended inquiry lessons. This study analyzes demonstration classrooms and provides additional information on the changes that secondary science teachers experience in their inquiry instruction as they participate in a professional development program that contains a demonstration classroom component. (Contains 16 references.) (DDR)
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Inquiry-based demonstration classrooms: An in-service model for science teachers

Science teachers have an articulated vision for science instruction in the classroom. According to the National Science Education Standards (National Research Council, 1996), science classes should provide students with opportunities to engage in student-directed inquiries about scientific phenomena, refine their critical and scientific thinking skills, and learn to work collaboratively with their peers. Creating these science classrooms in our nation's schools will require the ongoing professional development of science teachers. The Inquiry-Based Demonstration Classroom in-service program is one form of professional development that is conducive to the incorporation of standards-based practices in the science classroom (Luft & Pizzini, 1998); specifically, the practice of science as inquiry. The Inquiry-Based Demonstration Classroom in-service program consists of a traditional in-service program (awareness session, summer workshop, and follow-up) that is supplemented with visits to the classroom of a teacher who is modeling one form of inquiry practice.

Two previous studies of a demonstration classroom in-service program have explored the beliefs and practices of participants. Luft (accepted), in a study of teacher beliefs about the demonstration classroom in-service program, found that participating teachers addressed their instructional needs pertaining to problem solving, developed a view of the student in the context of problem solving, redefined their understanding of problem solving, reflected upon their own instructional practice, and engaged in a collegial and mentoring dialogue with peers. Luft and Pizzini (1998), in a study of the practices of participants involved in a demonstration classroom in-service program, found that participating teachers significantly increased the amount of time that students worked in cooperative groups, students significantly increased in their active participation in problem solving, and students significantly increased in their participation of generating their own problems and plans. While Luft and Pizzini observed change in teachers' behaviors, they did not specifically explore how the inquiry practice of participants changed.

This study continues the exploration of demonstration classroom in-service programs. It specifically explores how an Inquiry-Based Demonstration Classroom (IBDC) in-service program affects the extended inquiry instruction of secondary science teachers, and it explores how teachers view their extended inquiry practice while involved in the IBDC in-service program. To assess the impact of the IBDC in-service program on participants' practice, each participant was observed while enacting extended inquiry lessons. Observations of participants' inquiry lessons were recorded on the Extended Inquiry Observational Rubric (EIOR) (Luft, 1998b), then analyzed for change in eight categories using a dependent t test. To supplement observational data, participants were interviewed throughout the year and were asked to provide a metaphor that described their instructional role while engaged in an extended inquiry lesson. Metaphors were used to reveal the participants experience as they changed their instructional role, thus providing more information about the observed changes. This study contributes to the literature on demonstration classrooms and it provides additional information about the change that secondary science teachers experience in their inquiry instruction as they participate in an in-service program that contains a demonstration classroom component.
**IBDC in-service program**

The IBDC demonstration classroom program consists of a traditional in-service program that is supplemented with visits to a classroom enacting an extended inquiry. This model differs from the earlier Problem Solving Demonstration Classroom in-service program (Luft & Pizzini, 1998) in that in-service participants are encouraged to visit and coach one another in addition to observing a classroom in which inquiry is being enacted. The IBDC in-service program in this paper was comprised of the following:

**Preprogram**

The preprogram consisted of six days of training. During the spring, IBDC in-service program participants attended a workshop that provided an orientation to inquiry-based science instruction. During the summer, IBDC in-service program participants engaged in an extensive five-day workshop in which they explored a model of extended inquiry, experienced an extended inquiry lesson, and planned an extended inquiry lesson to enact in their classroom.

The model of extended inquiry utilized in this project was the Search, Solve, Create, and Share (SSCS) problem solving model (Pizzini, Huber, & Shymansky, 1988). There are four phases to the SSCS problem solving model. During **Search**, the first phase, students identify a researchable question. During **Solve**, the second phase, students develop a plan and carry out an investigation. In the **Create** phase, students examine the data collected and decide how to best present their results. A presentation of the entire problem solving process occurs during **Share**, the fourth phase. A SSCS problem solving cycle typically lasts for two weeks in a classroom and is consistent with the recommendations for student-centered inquiry stated in the National Science Education Standards (National Research Council, 1996). The term **extended inquiry** refers to an SSCS problem solving lesson that lasts three days or longer.

**Classroom implementation**

Throughout the school year (August-May), participants were asked to implement extended inquiry lessons in their classrooms. Participants were encouraged to implement extended inquiries prior to attending the demonstration classroom so that areas within the inquiry model that needed clarification could be observed during the demonstration classroom visit. A university science educator and a research assistant observed and assessed all participants who enacted extended inquiries in their classrooms.

**IBDC visitations**

Throughout the school year (August-May) participants could visit a secondary classroom that was engaged in an extended inquiry lesson. During the fall, a demonstration teacher (an expert in SSCS problem solving) enacted an extended inquiry lesson. During the spring, participants were encouraged to visit and coach one another as they implemented extended inquiries. IBDC in-service program participants were provided with four days of release time to observe the demonstration teacher and one another.

Each visit that a participant made consisted of a preconference, an observation, and a postconference. During the preconference, the demonstration teacher or observed participant discussed instructional decisions and lesson preparation. In addition, the demonstration teacher or the observed teacher provided suggestions for areas of observation (e.g. cooperative learning, unique role of the teacher, student communication, materials management by the students, or students refining questions). Copies of
handouts, overheads, and materials critical to the extended inquiry lesson were shared at this time. During the observation, the participant took notes about the class, and observed the teacher and students. The postconference, or debriefing session, immediately followed the observation and lasted from fifteen to thirty minutes. The postconference provided an opportunity for the demonstration teacher or observed teacher to discuss the participants' observations and allowed participants to discuss and process the observed events that were most salient to them.

Follow-up sessions
There were three forms of follow-up provided to participants. One form of follow-up pertained to the participants' classroom implementation. Specifically, participants received feedback about their implementation of the extended inquiry lesson from the university science educator or research assistant. After observing a participant enact a lesson within the extended inquiry, the university science educator or research assistant provided feedback about the participant's instruction that was consistent the goals of the in-service program. Participants experienced between two to twelve observations with feedback.

The second form of follow-up came throughout the school year. Follow-up sessions, at different locations, were scheduled throughout the IBDC in-service program that addressed the expressed concerns of participants. During the four follow-up sessions, participants were provided information on peer coaching, cooperative learning, different types of research, and alternative assessments. In addition, a final session was devoted to processing the entire IBDC in-service experience.

The third form of follow-up occurred through e-mail discussions. The electronic discussions were primarily a forum for sharing ideas instead of providing feedback about lessons. Throughout the year, the research assistant moderated the electronic discussions by asking participants to share their current extended inquiries and by sharing her observations of participants' classes. Occasionally, participants would post questions to the group and fellow participants would reply.


Methods
Participants
Fifteen secondary science teachers in a southwestern city participated in a year-long IBDC in-service program. Eight of the teachers had four to twenty years of teaching experience, while seven teachers were first to third year teachers. Eight were middle school teachers and seven worked in the high school. Eleven were life science or biology teachers, three were chemistry teachers, and one was a physics teacher. Inquiry instruction was important to all of the participants, yet only six participants indicated implementing any type of inquiry and two participants had previously used the model of extended inquiry in their classes. All participants received a stipend for participation in the in-service program, but none were paid to participate in the study. All participants consented to participating in the IBDC in-service program study.
Data Collection and Data Analysis

To assess the effects of the IBDC in-service program, a one-group pretest-posttest design (Campbell & Stanley, 1963) was used. Prescores represent the participant's first implementation of an extended inquiry, while postscores represent the participant's final implementation of an extended inquiry. Ten teachers implemented at least two extended inquiries during the IBDC in-service program. The ten teachers in this study participated in one to three demonstration classroom visits. They also attended planned follow-up sessions and were observed in their classrooms at least eight times.

The level of inquiry among participants was assessed through the Extended Inquiry Observational Rubric (EIOR) (Table 1). The EIOR was developed in reference to National Science Education Standard (National Research Council, 1996), the SSCS Implementation Rubric (Luft, 1998a), the Secondary Teacher Analysis Matrix (Gallagher & Parker, 1995), and the Constructivist Learning Environment Survey (Taylor, Fraser, & White, 1997). A complete description of the development of the rubric can be found in Luft (1998b).

The EIOR was used to evaluate the implementation of an extended inquiry model in participants' classrooms. During an extended inquiry lesson, an observer took extensive field notes and assigned a one to five value within each category of the EIOR. Each participant was observed four different days throughout the extended inquiry lesson by two primary researchers (the university science educator and the research assistant). Midway through the program and at the conclusion of the program, each participant received an overall score in the EIOR for each extended inquiry lesson implemented. The overall score was derived from a process of consensus in which the two primary researchers discussed their recorded observations and field notes and agreed upon each value. Participants' overall scores on the EIOR were analyzed with the dependent t-test in order to determine if significant change had occurred throughout the in-service program. In addition, written participant observations and field notes provided information about the process of change experienced by each participant.

Participants were also asked to provide a metaphor that described their instruction throughout the IBDC in-service program. Similar to Briscoe's (1991) study, the metaphor in this study was utilized as a means to capture the "sense making process" that science teachers engaged in as they learned an inquiry-based instructional methodology. According to Coffey and Atkinson (1996), metaphors can be used to understand how new meaning is learned.

Limitations

This study is concerned with the inclusion of classroom visitations to an in-service program. While all attempts were made to maintain a rigorous study, there are limitations that need to be acknowledged. First, the population in this study is small and composed of volunteers. Second, multiple comparisons were made (dependent t-tests) within one population of participants and the representative categories were examined as independent hypotheses. No adjustment was made in the alpha level, because type II error was considered as important as type I error (Schmidt, in press). Third, the lessons from participants may have been different than what occurred without a researcher present. These limitations notwithstanding, the design of the study and the use of the research methods lend confidence to the researcher in drawing conclusions from the data.
Results

The following categories were examined using the dependent t test: Cooperative Learning, Teacher as Guide, Assessment, Student Communication and Action, Inquiry Question, Designing and Conducting a Scientific Investigation, Gathering and Analyzing Data, and Sharing of Extended Investigations. These comparisons were completed to examine the following null hypothesis:

There was no significant difference between the implementation of individual categories, prior to and after the IBDC in-service program.

Table 2 reports the means and the standard deviations for the ten participants who completed at least two extended inquiries. Prescores represent the first extended inquiry lesson, while post scores represent the final extended inquiry lesson. Table 2 also reports the dependent t values and probabilities of the pairwise comparisons. During the calculation of the t-scores it was assumed that each category represented a different hypothesis that was worthy of consideration. This assumption acknowledges the concern for multiple tests within the same population. The results indicate that Cooperative Learning, Teacher as Guide, Assessment, Student Communication and Action, Inquiry Question, and Sharing of Extended Investigations were significantly different at the 0.01 level. Designing and Conducting a Scientific Investigation, and Gathering and Analyzing Data were significant at the 0.05 level.

The collected metaphors did not change substantially throughout the IBDC in-service program. Most participants consistently provided the same or a similar metaphor that described their instruction. The metaphor provided by participants allowed the researcher to understand the view the participants held about being a science teacher. A few of the collected metaphors included: a tour guide, a bus driver, an actor on the stage, a student, a wandering river, and a leader of an expedition.

Conclusions

Discussion

The participants in the IBDC in-service program did change their inquiry practice. Specifically, participants created the inquiry environments in their science classrooms that are recommended in the National Science Education Standards (National Research Council, 1996). The changes demonstrated by participants in this project may be attributed to the structure of the in-service program, which provided various follow-up opportunities including observations of peers.

The in-service program may have been successful because of the observational component. During the observational component of the in-service program, participants could observe an aspect of inquiry that was of personal importance and then process the observation with peers or the demonstration teacher. The actual observation of the demonstration teacher or peers possibly provided both general skills and specific skills to observing participants. General skills are implemented throughout the extended inquiry lesson and consist of group management techniques, processing strategies, and on-going assessment procedures. Specific skills are implemented during specific phases of the extended inquiry and consist of techniques to represent data, lessons to generate questions, or processes to assess data. Thus the observation may have provided participants with general skills and specific skills which addressed their own needs about
inquiry practice. For example, as Phil observed the demonstration teacher he saw how she had the student groups process their individual roles, and he focused on how she assisted students in developing a researchable question.

The observations were enhanced by opportunities to process what was observed in the class. After an observation was concluded, participants had the opportunity to socially construct their understanding of extended inquiries in science with the demonstration teacher or their peers. For participants, social negotiation continued to occur through scheduled follow-up sessions, on-line electronic conversations, and during visitations by the university science educator and the research assistant. In this program, observing the demonstration teacher or peer provided an event for participants to assess and refine, while evolving their own personal notion of extended inquiries.

While the participants in this study did change their practice, they did not alter their metaphors. In this study, the most participants' metaphors did not change, but the metaphors were expanded upon by the teachers. For example, Susan described herself as a "guide" at the beginning of the program. In describing her role of tour guide, she did not specifically address how she was a guide to the students. At the conclusion of the IBDC in-service program, she still viewed herself as a guide, but she could more clearly define the practices (e.g. questioning, pausing, observing, discussing) that she enacted to make her a guide. Participants expanded descriptions may have been a result of the varied forms of follow-up which encouraged a personal construction of the extended inquiry practice.

Importance

The IBDC in-service model provides participants with a variety of avenues to learn about inquiry, including the opportunity to observe a "live" instructional situation with students. Science teachers can observe how another teacher handles the espoused in-service methodology and they can observe the effect of instruction on students. In addition, participants have ample opportunities to socially negotiate the observation and construct their understanding of inquiry instruction with their peers and in-service staff. The performances that are observed by the participants are not staged or presented through the eyes of another (as in video), instead they are open to interpretation by the observer with the hopes that the observer will focus on some aspect of instruction when it is important to his/her instruction.

This study suggests that the opportunity to observe another teacher and the opportunity to discuss practice may be important as science teachers learn to implement extended inquiry methodologies. The IBDC in-service program may assist teachers in implementing inquiry and clarifying their roles during inquiry lessons.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topics</th>
<th>Cooperative Learning</th>
<th>Teacher as Guide</th>
<th>Assessment</th>
<th>Student Communication &amp; Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Cooperative learning is integrated throughout the inquiry lesson. A majority of the groups (defined or undefined) have positive inter-dependability, individual accountability, and group processing throughout the lesson.</td>
<td>Teacher frequently guides students by listening, observing, and questioning. Teacher responses are primarily goal-oriented or direct students' ideas or work, and they are used to guide the investigation.</td>
<td>Different forms of assessment occur throughout the lesson. The assessment has an emphasis on the topic. Goal-oriented statements may occur.</td>
<td>Student-student interactions and actions are common, reflective, and directed towards understanding.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Cooperative learning is partially integrated into the inquiry lesson. The majority of cooperative learning elements are present, or aspects of cooperative learning are utilized frequently.</td>
<td>The teacher frequently guides students by listening, observing, and questioning. The responses are primarily goal-oriented or direct students' ideas or work, and they are used to guide the investigation.</td>
<td>The assessment occurs in one or multiple forms. It takes on multiple forms, and it may be formative, evaluative, and summative.</td>
<td>Student-student interactions and actions are initiated, reflective, and directed towards understanding and planning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Cooperative learning is occasionally integrated into the inquiry lesson. Some elements of cooperative learning are apparent or utilized by the teacher.</td>
<td>The teacher occasionally guides students by listening, observing, and questioning. The responses are primarily goal-oriented or direct students' ideas or work, and they are used to guide the investigation.</td>
<td>The assessment occurs periodically throughout the lesson. The assessment primarily captures students' knowledge.</td>
<td>Student-student interactions and actions are initiated, reflective, and directed towards understanding and planning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Cooperative learning is occasionally integrated into the inquiry lesson. A few elements of cooperative learning are apparent or utilized by the teacher.</td>
<td>The teacher-student interaction is primarily student initiated. The teacher responses are primarily about the correctness of the students' ideas, primarily knowledge or comprehension questions. Goal-oriented and guiding statements may occur.</td>
<td>The assessment occurs one or limited forms, and/or primarily represents students' knowledge.</td>
<td>Student-student interactions and actions are initiated, reflective, and directed towards understanding and planning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Cooperative learning is occasionally integrated into the inquiry lesson. A few elements of cooperative learning are apparent or utilized by the teacher.</td>
<td>The teacher-student interaction is primarily student initiated. The teacher responses are primarily about the correctness of the students' ideas, primarily knowledge or comprehension questions. Goal-oriented and guiding statements may occur.</td>
<td>The assessment occurs one or limited forms, and/or primarily represents students' knowledge.</td>
<td>Student-student interactions and actions are initiated, reflective, and directed towards understanding and planning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Cooperative learning is occasionally integrated into the inquiry lesson. A few elements of cooperative learning are apparent or utilized by the teacher.</td>
<td>The teacher-student interaction is primarily student initiated. The teacher responses are primarily about the correctness of the students' ideas, primarily knowledge or comprehension questions. Goal-oriented and guiding statements may occur.</td>
<td>The assessment occurs one or limited forms, and/or primarily represents students' knowledge.</td>
<td>Student-student interactions and actions are initiated, reflective, and directed towards understanding and planning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Cooperative learning is occasionally integrated into the inquiry lesson. A few elements of cooperative learning are apparent or utilized by the teacher.</td>
<td>The teacher-student interaction is primarily student initiated. The teacher responses are primarily about the correctness of the students' ideas, primarily knowledge or comprehension questions. Goal-oriented and guiding statements may occur.</td>
<td>The assessment occurs one or limited forms, and/or primarily represents students' knowledge.</td>
<td>Student-student interactions and actions are initiated, reflective, and directed towards understanding and planning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Cooperative learning is occasionally integrated into the inquiry lesson. A few elements of cooperative learning are apparent or utilized by the teacher.</td>
<td>The teacher-student interaction is primarily student initiated. The teacher responses are primarily about the correctness of the students' ideas, primarily knowledge or comprehension questions. Goal-oriented and guiding statements may occur.</td>
<td>The assessment occurs one or limited forms, and/or primarily represents students' knowledge.</td>
<td>Student-student interactions and actions are initiated, reflective, and directed towards understanding and planning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Cooperative learning is occasionally integrated into the inquiry lesson. A few elements of cooperative learning are apparent or utilized by the teacher.</td>
<td>The teacher-student interaction is primarily student initiated. The teacher responses are primarily about the correctness of the students' ideas, primarily knowledge or comprehension questions. Goal-oriented and guiding statements may occur.</td>
<td>The assessment occurs one or limited forms, and/or primarily represents students' knowledge.</td>
<td>Student-student interactions and actions are initiated, reflective, and directed towards understanding and planning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inquiry Question</td>
<td>Student groups identify and refine questions that can be answered through an investigation, address a concept, and the question is relevant to the student group. The inquiry question directly relates to the question generating experience.</td>
<td>Student groups identify a question that can be answered through an investigation and addresses a concept. Most questions are refined and relate to the question generating experience. The selected questions are relevant to the student group.</td>
<td>Student groups identify a question that can be answered with an investigation. Few questions are refined, address a concept, and/or few relate to the question generating experience. The selected question may or may not be relevant to the student group.</td>
<td>Most student groups identify a question that can be answered with an investigation. Some questions are refined and/or some relate to the question generating experience. The selected question may or may not be relevant to the student group.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Designing and Conducting a Scientific Investigation</td>
<td>Developed investigations align with the selected question. Investigation procedures are developed by the students and they are thorough, yet subject to revision during the experiment. Appropriate tools and techniques are specified for data collection, and the data collection scheme collects all of the information that is relevant to the investigation.</td>
<td>Developed investigations frequently align with selected questions. Investigation procedures are developed by students and most are thorough or comprehensive. Appropriate tools and techniques are specified for data collection, and the data collection scheme collects most of the information that is relevant to the investigation.</td>
<td>Most investigation procedures align with the identified question. Most procedures and data collection schemes are complete. Tools and techniques are specified for the data collection. The data collection scheme collects most of the data that is relevant to the investigation.</td>
<td>Most investigation procedures align with the identified question. Procedures and data collection schemes are complete as a result of teacher direction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gathering and Analyzing Data</td>
<td>Students are attentive to collecting accurate data. Students examine the data in different ways, they develop explanations from the data, and they create appropriate graphical representations. Students think critically and logically about the relationship of evidence and explanation.</td>
<td>Students are attentive to collecting accurate data. Most students examine the data in different ways, develop explanations from the data, and create appropriate graphical representations. Most students think critically and logically about the relationship of evidence and explanation.</td>
<td>Most students are attentive to collecting accurate data. Most students examine the data different ways, develop explanations from the data. Graphical representations may or may not be appropriate. Some students think critically and logically about the relationship of evidence and explanation.</td>
<td>Some students are attentive to collecting accurate data. Most students make basic analyses, with graphical representations that may or may not be accurate. Some students may or may not be aware of the relationship between evidence and explanation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharing of Extended Investigation</td>
<td>Students communicate the process of their investigation, explain their method of analysis, discuss logically their argument, identify limitations of the study, and respond to comments or questions.</td>
<td>Most students communicate the process of their investigation, discuss their analysis and conclusions, identify limitations of the study, and respond to comments or questions.</td>
<td>Most students communicate about the process and the conclusions of their investigations. Basic analyses and limitations are present, and students' responses to questions or comments are simplistic.</td>
<td>Most students communicate about the basic and fundamental processes that were utilized in the investigation. They may or may not identify limitations and respond to questions.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Extended Inquiries will be defined as any investigation that lasts three or more classroom periods.
Table 2  Means, Stand Deviations, and t-values (2 tailed, 0.10) of Extended Inquiry Implementation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component (n=10)</th>
<th>Prescores</th>
<th>Postscores</th>
<th>t-value (df=9)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cooperative Learning</td>
<td>M 2.30</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>3.28**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SD 0.67</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher as Guide</td>
<td>M 2.40</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>3.28**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SD 0.84</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment</td>
<td>M 1.70</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>3.67**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SD 0.67</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Communication and Action</td>
<td>M 1.70</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>3.67**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SD 0.48</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inquiry Question</td>
<td>M 2.00</td>
<td>2.70</td>
<td>3.67**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SD 0.67</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Designing Conducting a Scientific Investigation</td>
<td>M 2.20</td>
<td>2.60</td>
<td>2.45*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SD 0.63</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gathering and Analyzing Data</td>
<td>M 1.70</td>
<td>2.10</td>
<td>2.45*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SD 0.48</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharing of Extended Investigation</td>
<td>M 1.90</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>3.67**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SD 0.57</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. *p ≤ .05. **p ≤ .01.
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